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Is Nuclear Physics Expensive? Rudé Právo 9.8.1967 



What about the High Energy Physics? 

Rudé Právo, 23.8.1967 



František Janouch: Energy, Freedom,  
Independence. (in Swedish,1975) 
 
František Janouch: Nuclear Energy: 
To be or not to be? (Stockholm, 1976) 
 
Andrey Sacharov: Nuclear Energy and  
Freedom of the West, 1977-78) 



My first public 
discussion of 
relation 
between 
„Energy, 
Freedom and 
Independence“ 
Summer 1975 
(Swedish Trade 
Union journal 
Metallarbetaren, 
Summer 1975) 



ENERGY, FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE 





1978 
Nuclear Energy and  
The Freedom of the West 



For Sakharov it was clear already in 1978 that  the nuclear  energy and the freedom 
of the West are interrelated. When this simple truth will be finally accepted by the 
EU? 



Manus of Andrey Sakharov paper smuggled out from 
Russia to me with instructions how to publish it. 



To save paper Andrey Sakharov wrote greetings 
and instructions at the last page of his article. 



Andrey Sakharov (1921-1989) 
is not only a Nobel Peace prize laureate (1975) but he is also: 
  

the „father“ of the Soviet Hydrogen Bomb (the Soviet  
Union produced a H-bomb as a combat weapon  
prior to USA); 
 
the author of Tokamak idea  which lays in the EU  
program to master the  Thermonuclear reaction –  
EU is spending on this scientific programs  
many billions of €; 



Victor F. Weisskopf, an Austrian physicists, 
once said  that Andrey Sakharov knew 
answers to  problems when the rest of us 
does not understand yet that problems even 
exist… 
EU only now slowly starts to understand now 
what Sakharov said and proposed already 30 
years ago! 



Published 
Prague, 1981 
Forword:  
Jiřina Jílková 
and Stefan 
Schleicher 







Source: Green Book on Energy, EU, 2000 

END OF FOSSILS? 









Annual 

cons. (t) 

Coal  Oil Nuclear 

Fuel  2520000  1520000 27,2 

Oxygen  6500000 4800000 0 (almost) 



COAL POWER STATION 
(1000 MW(e)) 

FUEL PER YEAR:  2 500 000 t  COAL  
  
WASTE PER YEAR:  6 500 000 t CO2, 9000 t SO2,  
4500 t NOx, 450 t HEAVY METALS (INCLUDING HUNDRED OF KG OF 
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS)  
 
ASH: 500 000-700 000 t (20-30 % OF THE BURNED COAL) 
 



NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR 
(1000 MW(e)) 

FUEL PER YEAR :  26 t of  U235 + U238 

 

WASTE PER YEAR  30t of U235 + U238, including 
about 500 kg  of  highly radioactive and long-
living fission products and actinides;  



Fossil prices on the world market: more and more expensive 



Czech Annual Bill for Crude Oil 



Meeting with my old friend. 

Invoice for gas for 2012  117.000 Kč. She lives in a 
nice vila, last year she warmed only two rooms – the 
rest of heatings was switched off. 
Her pension – together with her widow‘s pension - is 
11.800 Kč!!! 





Austrian electricity imports: 
 

2006   6TWh*  

    
   

         6 TWh – yearly production of electricity by  
                         one Temelín reactor 



AUSTRIA IS PLANNING TO 
CONSTRUCT  LNG POWER 

PLANTS 
 
2010                       2200 

MW(e) 
2015                      2400 

MW(e) 
 
 

Fuel – LNG,  costs about 2.5 bilion € 

Three question: 
Energy security (see LNG crisis January 2009) 
Environments, Alexej Miller, Gazprom 
Fuel costs 



Referendum on Zwentendorf NPP,  
November 1978 
 
Registered 5 083 779 voters, 
Participated only 3 183 486 (62,63 %) 
For opening Zwentendorf NPP 49,5% 
Against 50.5%. 
Decision made by a tiny majority of 30 068 out of 5 083 779 
voters i.e.  0.59 % 



Nuclear Energy Sweden  1980 – 2008 
 
Nuclear Energy Germany  2012 - ???? 



32 

 Impossible to 

rely on import 

of  electricity 

from 

neighboring 

countries 

 

 In central 

Europe will be 

to 2030  closed 

about 30 GW of 

power plants 

 

 It is expected a 

shortage of 

about 15 GW of 

electricity 

producing 

capacities 

Poland 

Slovakia 

Hungary 
Austria 

Czech 

Republic 

Germany 

 * Nováky, Vojany, Jaslovské Bohunice 

 

 

 2008  two NPP units closed (1600 

MW(e). 

 From a pure exporter of electricity 

country  is becoming  a pure importer  

 

 

 Poland will close 3500 MW of coal 

power plants due to environmental 

reasons to the year 2015. Possible 

closure up to 7000 MW of coal PP. 

  Already closing  of 3500 MW will 

make Poland dependent of 

electricity imports.  

 Presently no PP constructed, 

perspective plans for PP 

construction exist 

 

 

 In peaks depends on 

imports 

 Total electricity import 

2005 16.3 TWh 

(Production of  both 

Temelin units) 

 

 

 Political decision to close all 

NPP (providing 27% of 

electricity consumption) 

  own electricity consumption 

will be hardly covered by 

own resources 

 

 

 Largestelectricity importer in 

Central Europe  (18%) 

 No plans for construction of PP  

 Limited fuel reserves 

2 



A „Green“ Natural Gas? 
Several years ago I met at one of the Brussels conferences   
Alexey Miller, boss of the powerful Russian Gazprom.  As one  
should expect, he advertised in his talk how large are the Russian  
resources of, how much of it is Russia exporting to Europe and how  
environmentally friendly is this fuel. During a break we drank  
coffee and I asked him how big are the losses of natural gas during  
the drilling, mining and especially during its transportation over  
tens of thousands of kilometers from Siberia or Far North to  
Europe. My curious question obviously embarrassed him – he has  
to admit that he can’t answer my question. I was even more  
surprised by the fact that is unable to answer my simple and   
important question. 
Natural gas is namely environmentally a very advantageous fuel.  
By using it to produce an unit of heat or electricity the Earth  
atmosphere will be  polluted by much smaller amount of  
greenhouse gases that by using not only brown coal or lignite’s,  
but even oil. By burning all fossil fuels, including natural gas,  



the Earth atmospheres is „polluted“ by carbon dioxide which has  
a very large cross-section for absorbing the reflected solar  
radiation is being produced in such a way increasing the amount  
of solar radiation remaining in the Earth atmosphere. 
Alexey  Miller got interested by my question. But before I  
succeeded to explain him why I am so interested in losses of  
natural gas he tried to explain me why he is unable to answer my  
question: “ You know, natural gas is so cheap and so abundant  
than any attempts to reduce the losses during the boring and  
during its transportation to the place of its consumption would  
be much more expensive than the value of the natural gas lost  
into the atmosphere.   
The amount of the natural gas released into the atmosphere is  
apparently considerable. Specialists I was asking this question  
were assessing the losses to be at least between 10-15%. I have in  
memory a terrible accident from the end of eighties. Somewhere in  
Siberia the Trans-Siberian railway was passing through a valley  
next to the natural gas pipe line and the compressor stations.  
The pipe-line was obviously leaking and the natural gas was  



concentrating near the surface until a spark from the electric  
trolley or spark from breaking wheels did not change the whole  
valley with two trains into a fire hell with over five hundreds  
victims.  
Apparently large amounts of natural gases are being released  
into the Earth atmosphere. The meeting of the European  
commission we both with Alexey Miller participated was   
devoted to the problem of energy supply and the reduction  
of the greenhouse gases.  
The reason of the possible overheating of our atmosphere  
consist namely in the fact, that the Earth is being exposed to  
a permanent flux of solar radiation. Fortunately, around 2/3  
of it is being reflected back into the atmosphere. By burning  
the fossils carbon dioxide (CO2) is being released into the  
atmosphere. The molecules of CO2 have a large cross section  
of absorbing the reflected solar radiation thus keeping it in the  
atmosphere.  The problem is that methane, which is the main  
constituency of natural gas, has about a 3o times large cross 



section for absorbing reflected solar radiation, than the CO2. This mean,  
that at a certain percentage of losses of natural gas during its transportation  
over large distances the natural gas may contribute more to the green-house  
effect than the CO2 from burning coal and oil represents at the present time. 
I explained to Alexey Miller the reason of my, a physicists alarm. The natural  
gas consists mainly of methane. Physicists know exactly since they have  
measured it, that methane is as gas which is about 40 times more effective  
greenhouse gas than CO2, the main reason of our alarm that our planet Earth  
may be over warmed.  This means that a unit – a molecule, gram or cubic cm  
of methan will absorb in the Earth atmosphere about 40 times more of  
reflected solar radiation, than the C02 which is today a reason for of mankind  
alarm. Specialists claim, that the total losses of natural gas during its mining,  
liquefaction, compression and transport to the place of its consumption are  
reaching up to 10-15 %. Alexey Miller spontaneous answer seems to  
confirm it. 
Alexey Miller, however, demonstrated immediately, that he is an able and  
professional manager and businessman.  „This seems not to be a bad idea  
after all” he said me at another cup of coffee. “we might well use our measure  
to reduce the losses of natural gas during the mining and transportation in  
the frame of Kyoto protocol and have a financial profit out of it“.  
I 
 
 



have to admit that Gazprom’s president idea was not quite clear and  
understandable for me, a simple and an innocent theoretical physicist.  
Fortunately it was the end of a coffee-pause and we had to return to our  
further discussions and disputes. 
I recollect recently this conversation when I read in internet that EU finally  
gave in to the pressure of the powerful Gas lobby and rebranded natural  
gas as green energy  
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/may/29/gas-rebranded- 
green-energy-eu.  
It is no doubt a significant victory for the Gas lobby and a considerable   
defeat for the mankind.  Would a good fairy provide me with a magical  
power, I would force a couple of dozens of Brussels officials to repeat  
a basic gymnasium course of physics. Moreover I would let perform a deep  
audit of the money fluxes between Gazprom and Brussels. 
František Janouch 
Právo, 25.06.1012  
 
 
 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/may/29/gas-rebranded-
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/may/29/gas-rebranded-
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/may/29/gas-rebranded-
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/may/29/gas-rebranded-
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/may/29/gas-rebranded-
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/may/29/gas-rebranded-


THESE AND MANY OTHERS FACTS ARE TAKEN FROM THE FOLLOWING 
BOOK: 



ENERGY PRIMER 
A HANDBOOK FOR POLITICIANS,  

MY GREEN FRIENDS 

AND 

US, CITIZENS OF THE PLANET EARTH 



TEN  
ENERGY  COMMANDMENTS 



TEN ENERGY COMMANDMENTS 

1.  Physics knows only one type of energy: Nuclear Energy. Energy is 
produced in nature only in fusion of light nuclei or in fission of 
heavy nuclei. 

2.  Most of the raw materials used by mankind can be replaced or 
substituted by some other material(s). This is not valid for energy. 
Energy cannot be substituted or replaced. Energy can only be 
conserved, transformed, one can save energy or waste it.  

3.  The energy conservation and transformation laws belong to the 
most fundamental laws of nature discovered and confirmed 
already in the XIXth century or earlier.  

4.  Humankind uses energy extremely unevenly:  20% of mankind 
uses 80% of energy, 80% of mankind the remaining 20% of 
energy. 



5. GNP and several other important "civilization" parameters, as, 
e.g., life expectation or infant mortality,  are related to the 
amount of energy disposed by the society. Mankind, therefore, 
have to expect a considerable increase in  energy consumption.  

6. Energy is even related to such abstract terms as "freedom" or 
"independence". 

7. Until now we have not succeeded to stop the population 
explosion: the population of our planet increases daily almost by 
250 000 people.  

8. At the present time more than 85% of all consumed  
 energy is obtained by burning fossil fuels.  

 

TEN ENERGY COMMANDMENTS 
                  (cont.) 



 
 
9. Fossil fuels were produced during hundreds of millions years by 
absorption of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere; by means of 
the photosynthesis reaction oxygen was released to the 
atmosphere, carbon stored in the green biomass. 
If fossil fuels are  consumed at the present rate their supply will be 
exhausted during a couple hundred years (EU Green Book on 
Energy 2000: oil in 40, natural gas in 66, coal in 160 years). 
 
10. Already today is carbon dioxide released to atmosphere by 
burning fossil fuels a million time faster than it was, some 
hundred million years ago, absorbed from the atmosphere. 
 
 

TEN ENERGY COMMANDMENTS 
                   (cont.) 





THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR 

ATTENTION! 





Aus der letzten Rede 
des Abgeordneten  
T.G. Masaryk im 
Wiener Parlament, 
26.5.1913 



My humble question to 
our dear Austrian 
guests: 
Does this quote says 
something  to you? 
 





Österreich braucht (k)eine Energiewende 
 
Stefan Schleicher 
 
Wegener Center an der Universität Graz und 
Österreichisches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung 
Jänner 2, 2013 



Primer, Букварь, Abécédaire, Lesebuch oder Fibel, 

Slabikář, abc-bok 

prim-er [1]  (prim'uhr; esp. Brit. prie'muhr)  n.  

                  1.  an elementary book for teaching children  

                       to read. 

                  2.  any book of elementary principles. 

             [1350-1400; ME < ML primarium, n. use of neut. of  

             primarius PRIMARY] 

prim•er1 (prim¿€r; Brit prïm¿€r) 

n. 

1 a simple book for teaching reading to 

beginners 

2 a textbook giving the first principles of 

any subject 

 

 



AUSTRIA – AN ENERGY-SWALLOWER  (ENERGIE-SCHLUCKER)? 
 
Some facts 
 
 


